Title: COMMUNICATION DEVICE WITH IMPROVED SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS. SECURE STORAGE PART-UNIT FOR USE WITH THE COMMUNICATION DEVICE. FURTHERMORE PROCEDURE FOR THE PREPARATION OF LOCATING APPLICATIONS AND DATA CONTENT ON THE COMMUNICATION DEVICE OR ON THE SECURE STOR-AGE PART-UNIT ALLOCATED TO IT, FOR THE OPERATION OF THE LOCATED APPLICATIONS, FOR READING THE DATA CONTENT AND FOR CHANGING THE CONTROLLING PARTNER ALLOCATED TO THE SECURE STORAGE PART-UNIT OF THE COMMUNICATION DEVICE.

Abstract: The present invention relates to a communication device with improved service characteristics, which comprises a house, a central unit situated inside the house, a display part-unit connected with the central unit, a data input part-unit, and a central storage part-unit. The house is equipped with a signal-transmitting case suitable for accommodating the secure storage part-unit, and the central unit is connected to the signal-transmitting case via a data channel. The invention also relates to a secure storage part-unit with or without its own running environment for use with the communication device, which secure storage part-unit has a memory area for receiving and storing applications and data content, where the memory area contains memory zones to be allocated to separate applications and data contents, and an administration zone for receiving and storing a control application monitoring the lifecycle of the individual memory zones and/or the applications collaborating with them, and the individual applications are connected to each other via the administration zone or directly.
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   Establishing on a communication device a connection to a remote communication device.

2. claims: 2-4

   Secure storage device to manage application related data in separate memory zones and one administration memory zone for connecting the applications to each other.

3. claims: 5-7

   Locating applications and their data on a communication device using previously collected information content.

4. claims: 8-18

   Creating an ordered list of applications which are located on a communication device.

5. claim: 19

   Maintaining a database of status information of applications.

6. claim: 20

   Managing applications with the help of information obtained during the monitoring of the applications.

7. claim: 21

   Modifying the access rights to a secure storage.
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